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An intuitive, scalable solution  
to streamline routine land recording workflows

Functionality includes:
• Integrated cashiering

• Role-based security

• Powerful search tools

• Public printing

• Integrated eRecording 

• Customer statement emails

• Reduced paper reliance

• Historical index

• And much more!

document pro
a tyler records & document solution

TM

What Is Document Pro?
Tyler’s Document Pro™ is a land recording solution for counties that combines 

convenience and capability into one powerful package. It integrates office tasks into a 

single solution, enables e-recording and allows counties to offer e-commerce, searching 

and printing. From the smallest counties to enterprise-level operations, Document Pro 

makes it easy for local governments to record and report more efficiently than ever — 

without breaking the bank.

Why Document Pro Is Right for You
This out-of-the-box system is specifically designed to meet 

the needs of smaller counties, because its straightforward 

installation and modular layout help stretch county budgets. 

Simply select the modules you need and add new ones 

later as the responsibilities of your office expand.

Easy to learn, Document Pro simulates the 

look and feel of the Microsoft® programs 

you use every day — like Word and Excel® 

— to make recording and reporting 

intuitive and simple. When you don’t 

have to tweak and reconfigure an 

unfamiliar interface, you spend less 

time working on the software and more 

time putting the software to work for you. 
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Streamlining Workflows
Workflows start with cashiering, then move to scanning and cleanup using built-in tools such as deskew, despeckle, redact, copy, rotate, 

and insert or delete pages.  One popular tool lets you lighten or darken a part of the image, such as a seal, which may have scanned 

lighter than the rest of the document. Split-screen viewing lets you see document images side by side with indexing information. Splitting 

the search screen into a grid makes it easy to find the document you are looking for, but if you already know the document number, you 

can find it directly using the Quick Search field at the top.

Improving the Lives of Citizens and Staff
Document Pro’s eRecording and eCommerce help offices save time, reduce foot traffic and keep their records accessible yet secure. 

From title companies and banks to everyday citizens, anyone can subscribe to the online portal to search and print county records. iDoc 

Market’s online search engine also allows users to access county recording information through any internet browser. The viewed image is 

always watermarked, and the county can choose whether to watermark the printed image. 

Secure access means images and data are available for search and review 24/7 from anywhere in the world, and Document Pro’s robust 

security features ensure that no one can tamper with sensitive records. In the event of a disaster, Document Pro offers offsite storage and 

disaster recovery by storing duplicate information at highly secure offsite facilities.

Are you ready to upgrade to a faster, more powerful and more secure records solution? For more information, call 800.247.1161 or email 

DocumentProSales@tylertech.com.


